Military Saviors?
By Anna Von Reitz

Everyone worldwide is now pinning their hopes on their own armed forces to come save
them, but is that realistic, given the facts and cover stories we are hearing on a daily
basis?
Here’s Benjamin Fulford, telling us that all the heads of the British Secret Service have
been former Dachau Prison Guards attached to the Deutsche Verteidigungs Dienst?
Which translates loosely as the German Army’s Supply Office? Really?
These magic quartermasters must have been miracle men far more adept than James
Bond, and at a young age, too—- considering the average lifespan and survival rate of a
camp guard at Dachau— to rise, Horatio Alger style, to the pinnacle of British
Intelligence, not once, but every single time there was an opening at MI6 during and
after the war?
Talk about losing the German accent.
As Jethro Beaudine would say, “That’s really something, Uncle Jed!”
Don’t you think that’s really something?
I certainly do.
If all the heads of OSS and MI6 were Nazis, they were British-born and raised Nazis—a point I made a long time ago.
And if your own Armed Forces, the ones you pay for, were going to come save you,
don’t you think they would have done so by now?
Our guys have had every day since March of 1863 to do so. We are still waiting.
The truth is that our beloved military is up to its neck in dirty linen and this entire
situation could not and did not develop without them.

I am simply stating the obvious. No particular spite intended.
Who profits most from staging a “perpetual state of war”?
The military.
Who gains the most power in an emergency?
The military.
Who hates being chained down to the plodding Will and stingy purse strings of the
people?
The military.
And now, last to know, we are told that the CIA is run out of Switzerland, presumably by
the Swiss Government, which appears to be the World Economic Forum in drag.
Perfect.
A lawless flaming bag of dog dung if ever there was one, and left on our doorstep by….
The Secret British Nazis.
Next, Godzilla will rise up from the bottom of the sea and make a new nest on top of the
Fukushima Reactor.
All the people who have been magnetized from taking the Shot, will discover that they
can overcome the silent AI prompts to kill other people by playing the theme song from
“Attack of the Killer Tomatoes” really loud, while hopping on one foot.
And your Great-Grandma from Big Lake, Alaska, will turn out to be a gay Spanish
Princess with an incurable facial tick.
We all knew that things would get worse before they got better, but now we really do
have to face the fact that we are the ones we have been waiting for.
Join your State Assembly and get busy doing something practical to help.
www.TheAmericanStatesAssembly.net
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